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There had been thousand years’ long tradition of transforming ethical norms to 
laws in China. Modern administrative ethical legislation，however, originated from 
Western countries where there had been centuries’ long history of rule of law. 
Administrative ethical legislation in China, instead, is badly short of systematic 
construction. Against on this background and taking foreign experience of 
administrative ethical legislation as a reference, this thesis gave a reflection on the 
status quo of our national administrative ethical legislation, analyzing the current 
shortage and its sources and offering a predictive proposal for administrative ethical 
legislation in China. The thesis could be divided into the following four parts: 
The first part was a summary of administrative ethical legislation. It began with a 
discussion of the connection between morality and law and of the fact of ethical 
legalization, based on which offering an elaboration of the necessity and significance 
of administrative ethical legislation. At last, I defined the substance and extension of 
administrative ethical legislation. 
In the second part I mainly introduced the general situation of foreign 
administrative ethical legislation, with its content and characteristics. 
With the third part, I analyzed the shortage of Chinese administrative ethical 
legislation. With a detailed analysis of the existing administrative ethical norms in 
China, I concluded with an account of the shortage of our national administrative 
ethical legislation and its sources. 
In the final part I presented a predictive proposal for our national administrative 
ethical legislation. I argued that we must be convinced of the necessity of 
administrative ethical legislation, being prepared for the lawmaking, formulating 
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① “伦理”与“道德”两个概念的含义虽然具有微妙的差别，但本文中将这两个概念看作是可以互换的来
使用。 
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